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For FionaFor Fiona



As they As they 
Sat on an Sat on an 

OVALOVAL--shapedshaped
Rug on Rug on 

The floor.The floor.

So the cats So the cats 
Began scratchingBegan scratching
Their paws Their paws 
On the doorOn the door



And they scratched And they scratched 
And they scrapedAnd they scraped

And they whined and meowedAnd they whined and meowed
At a At a CIRCLECIRCLE and line that read and line that read

“No cats allowed”!“No cats allowed”!



“I’ve had it with scratching,” “I’ve had it with scratching,” 
Said Iggy, “Instead, Said Iggy, “Instead, 

Can you reach the Can you reach the ROUNDROUND  
Knob If you stand on my head?”Knob If you stand on my head?”
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